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Oh, which one was that, tr2rk2 in 2:1? ....

SH : ..........

AAM: 2:1, I see, wk* well, of course, right before it you have an

imperative. Blow the trumpet, and sound an alarm1 4Those are

just imperatives. Oh, yes, welij, now, yes, I would k incline bo think

that after that command, Blow the trumpets, sound an alarm, you could say,

Why do you sound an alarm? Because all the zk inhabitants of the land

are trembling. In that case, I would sort of expect an imperative, a

participle describing the condition, or because they have demanded it.

All the inhabitants of the land have demanded it. That is the ra'fect.

Something that has ka alrdady happened, and the reason for doing. Now,

the x future, they will tremble. Blow the trumpets, they are all going

to tremble. That doesn't make sense.

WA: ............

AAM: The are trembling, they do tremble. It semsé as if the jussive

is perhaps fits in with the context a little better, though I don't think

the imperfect.3The imperfect? Blow the trumpet, sound the alarm,

all the inhabitants of the land will tremble, because the day of the Lord

is coming. txxx3* Well, it could be a frequentative, and my feeling

sort of it this, under the circumstances, that if you say blow the rumpets

because of this, well all the people begin to tremble, should be in sympathy

(?k) All the people begin tia to tremble, therefore blow the

t4 trumpets. That would fit perfectly. Expept the frequentative, I sort

of felt that the participle would be more natural t1ti than the frequenta

tive. In such a case, in this particular context. I may be wrong. It

would be hard to prove. Well, that was the mly problem in the verse, would

be your I-wasn't. To get the exact sense of it in the person, I

think there is this to realt e that forms, verb forms like words, are to

some extent areas of meaning, rather than precise points. And I think that

is true of our English language. Wan We will, in an English sentence, or

an English rz paragraph, use a phrase which can be interpreted in either of
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